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Patented Constant Force (CF™) lift-and-pivot motion 
technology adjusts with just a touch, reducing glare and 
improving sight lines for optimal viewing. Now fingertip 
adjustment of LCD monitors and TVs is available in 
scalable, single-SKU mounting products that are as 
easy to install as they are to use.

Industry compliant
Ergotron video display mounts 

are compliant with mounting 

interface standards set by the 

Video Electronics Standards 

Association (VESA). 

More motion. Less effort.
Feel the difference.

Comfortable computing: For over twenty years, we’ve been 
designing ergonomic workstations. With over 35 patents—including those 
for the first articulating LCD arms—Ergotron leads the industry in making 
the workplace and homes more comfortable for display users everywhere. 

A history of innovation and leadership: Ergotron has 
been providing ergonomic computer mounting solutions since 1982. 
Our founder Harry Sweere (1934–2005) pioneered the Video Electronics 
Standards Association (VESA®) Flat Display Mounting Interface (FDMI) 
standard, defining mounting compatibility for plasma and LCD monitors 
and TVs. This standard is used by the majority of manufacturers worldwide.



Desk Mounts
 Multi monitor, height adjustable

LX Dual Display Lift Stand 
Raise your displays for maximum productivity

33-299-195 black 

Works with most diagonal screen size LCDs ≤≤ 23″ (58 cm)
Total weight capacity: 12–28 lbs (5.4–12.7 kg) 

This innovative solution easily lifts two displays on a single base, providing 
5″ in-tandem height and tilt adjustment. View multiple documents at once, 
increasing productivity and accuracy in any work environment. 

LCD Size
see

above

LCD Weight
see

above

Lift
5″

12.7 cm

Tilt
20°

Pan
20°

Rotation
90° P/L

VESA
MIS-D

LX Triple Display Lift Stand
Height and tilt adjustable multi-monitor desk stand

33-296-195 black 

Works with most diagonal screen size LCDs ≤ ≤ 21″ (53 cm) 
Total weight capacity: 24–48 lbs (10.9–21.8 kg) 

This cutting-edge solution easily lifts three displays on a single base, 
providing in-tandem height and tilt adjustment. Position displays with just a 
touch for maximum ergonomic comfort and increased productivity.

LCD Size
see

above

LCD Weight
see

above

Lift
5″

12.7 cm

Tilt
 20°

Pan
 20°

Rotation
 90° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D
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Desk Mounts
 Healthy viewing

LX Desk Mount Arms
Clamp and grommet 
bases included: clamp to 
surfaces 1⁄2 –17⁄8″ 
(12–47 mm) thick 
or grommet mount 
through holes 5⁄16–2″ 
(7–51 mm) wide, up to 21⁄2″ 
(63 mm) thick

45-179-194 silver
45-179-195 black

LX Desk Mount LCD Arm 
Deluxe desk mount arm for superior ergonomics  

Includes:
Desk clamp and grommet mount

The LX Arm includes CF, Ergotron’s 
patented lift-and-pivot motion 
technology. Easily lift, swing, tilt 
or turn your display with the touch of your fingertips. Extends up to 
24″ (61 cm). Exact weight capacity depends on display thickness.

LCD Size
≤ 20″

≤ 51 cm

LCD Weight
 5 –20 lbs

2.3–9.1 kg

Lift
 13″

33 cm

Tilt
 80°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 90° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

45-192-194 silver
45-192-195 black

LX Desk Mount Notebook Arm 
Rediscover the value of your notebook’s display

Effortlessly lift a notebook to a 
better viewing position while freeing up valuable desk space. 
Place any notebook next to a current display for a dual display 
solution. Extends up to 24″ (61 cm). 

LCD Size
N/A

Notebook Wt
 2.5–12 lbs
1.1–5.4 kg

Lift
 13″

33 cm

Tilt
 80°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
  —

VESA
N/A

Includes:
Desk clamp and grommet mount
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28-512-194 silver
28-512-195 black

LX Dual Desk Mount Arm 
Customize your space, your way

Includes:
Desk clamp, grommet mount, 
2 LCD arms, 1 notebook tray

Grommet mount: combined capacity 18.1 kg 
(40 lbs), rotation around pole 180° 
Desk clamp: combined capacity 9.1 kg 
(20 lbs), rotation around pole 180° 
Notebook weight: 1.1–5.4 kg (2.5–12 lbs)

The unique LX Dual Desk Mount 
Arm supports two arms on a 
single pole, creating a dual-display 
configuration that promotes productivity. 
View multiple documents at one time to increase efficiency.

LCD Size
≤ 20″ 

≤ 51 cm

LCD Weight
see

above

Lift
 13″

33 cm

Tilt
 80°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 90°

VESA
N/A
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Desk Mounts
 Fixed-height multi-monitor stands save space

Free standing, desk clamp and 
grommet mount bases available. 
Order separately.

DS100 Dual Monitor Desk Stand Horizontal
Parabolic viewing stations provide overview and free up desktops 

View multiple flat panel LCD monitors/TVs simultaneously with patented 
Paraview Technology. Viewing angle and viewing distance are all easily 
adjustable to user preference. 

DS100 
Quad Monitor 
Desk Stand 

33-092-200 black

33-091-200 black

33-095-200 black

33-096-200 black

DS100 
Dual Monitor 
Desk Stand 
Vertical

LCD size: 24″ (61 cm)
Maximum LCD outside width: 231⁄4″ (59 cm)
Weight capacity: 28 lbs (12.7 kg) per LCD pivot

LCD size: 21″ (53 cm)
Maximum LCD outside width: 20″ (50.8 cm)
Weight capacity: 28 lbs (12.7 kg) per LCD pivot

LCD size: 24″ (61 cm)
Maximum LCD outside width: 231⁄4″ (59 cm)
Weight capacity: 28 lbs (12.7 kg) per LCD pivot

LCD size: 24″ (61 cm)
Weight capacity: 23 lbs (10.4 kg) per LCD pivot

DS100 Triple Monitor Desk Stand Horizontal

LCD Size
see

above

LCD Weight
see

above

Lift
—

Tilt*
 180°

Pan*
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

*  LCD pivots can be installed for pan or tilt adjustment



33-310-060 black & silver

Neo-Flex™ LCD Stand
Most affordable ergonomic desk stand available

Instantly set the height of your LCD for a more comfortable 
computing experience. With fingertip effort, raise or lower 
your LCD 5,″ spin left/right, tilt forward/back and rotate 
your screen for portrait/landscape viewing.

LCD Size
≤ 20″

≤ 50.8 cm

LCD Weight
 6–16 lbs

2.7–7.2 kg

Lift
 5″

12.7 cm

Tilt
 30°

Pan
 270°

Rotation
 90° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

45-174-300 silver

Includes:
Desk clamp and 
grommet mount

Neo-Flex LCD Arm 
Sleek desk mount arm for comfortable computing

LCD Size
≤ 20″

≤ 50.1 cm

LCD Weight
 ≤ 18 lbs

8.2 kg

Lift
 8″

20.3 cm

Tilt
 180°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

The perfect accessory to add 
flexibility to your LCD monitor
or TV. Push-button height 
adjustment; viewing angle 
and viewing distance are all 
easily adjustable to user preference. Arm extends/retracts 
up to 19.3″ (49 cm).

Desk Mounts
 Affordable and ergonomic

Neo-Flex LCD Arm 
Clamp and grommet 
bases included: clamp to 
surfaces up to 2″ 
(51 mm) thick 
or grommet mount 
through holes up to 2″ 
(51 mm) wide, 13/4″ 
(44 mm) thick
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Reposition with just a touch. Up. Down. Forward. Back. The LX LCD Arm provides an 
unparalleled range of motion. You can even rotate the view from portrait to landscape. 

Wall Mounts
Space-saving technology at the point of use

45-180-194* silver
45-180-195* black
45-180-196* white
 

LX Wall Mount LCD Arm 
Deluxe wall mount arm with superior ergonomics  

The LX Arm includes CF, Ergotron’s 
patented lift-and-pivot motion 
technology. Easily lift, swing, extend, 
tilt or turn your display with the touch 
of your fingertips. Arm extends up to 
24″ (61 cm), folds back to 5″ (12.7 cm) 
clearance. Exact weight capacity depends on display thickness.

Plasma or LCD monitors and TVs are vivid interactive windows of this digital age. 
Ergotron space-saving mounting solutions deliver this technology where you need it. 

Instantly lift, swing, tilt and rotate for optimum ergonomic positioning. 

The LX LCD Arm 
extends and retracts 

up to 24″ (61 cm). 
Push it back 

out of the way 
to free up 

valuable space.

LX Keyboard Arm 
Where you need it, when you need it

The LX Keyboard Arm 
mounts keyboards to a 
vertical surface while providing 
side-to-side, lift and forward/back 
motion. Simply push and fold up 
keyboard to within 4.6″ (11.7 cm) from the wall when not in use.

LCD Size
≤ 20″

≤ 51 cm

LCD Weight
 5 –20 lbs

2.3–9.1 kg

Lift
 13″

33 cm

Tilt
 80°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 90° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

* Attaches directly to surface, although Wall Plate (97-101-003) is recommended. See page 9.

LCD Size
N/A

Keyboard Wt
≤ 5 lbs

≤ 2.3 kg

Lift
11.5″

29.2 cm

Tilt
 N/A

Pan
 180°

Rotation
N/A

VESA
 N/A

60-577-195 black

Neo-Flex Wall Mount Lift
Engineered to install in three easy steps

Add greater range of movement to your LCD display or TV 
with the Neo-Flex Wall Mount Lift! Patented CF lift-and-pivot 
motion technology adjusts with a light touch. Raise or lower 
your LCD 5.″ Pan right or left. Tilt forward or back. Even 
rotate 90° for portrait/landscape viewing.

LCD Size
≤ 20″

≤ 50.1 cm

LCD Weight
 6–16 lbs

2.7–7.2 kg

Lift
 5″

12.7 cm

Tilt
 35°

Pan
 70°

Rotation
 90° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D
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Includes:
Gel wrist rest, mouse pouch 
and mouse pad

45-186-194 silver
45-186-195 black



HD45 Arm  
Strength for lifting heavier displays

Lift, turn, tilt your heavy displays to the perfect 
viewing position with this flexible arm.

28-355-100* grey
28-355-101* black

*  Attaches directly to surface, although Wall Track and mounting bracket are recommended 
(31-018-182, 60-151-099/085). See page 9.

†  Adapter plates available for larger sizes

Wall Mounts
For large TVs and displays

60-578-003 silver

TM Tilting Wall Mount 
The most elegant tilting motion in the industry 

Patented CF motion technology offers 
smooth, continuous tilt adjustment up to 
20° (15° forward/5° back). Integrated 
security fasteners. 

Stable wall mount platform 
features wall-hugging design plus 
integrated security fasteners. 
A space-efficient alternative to 
surface (tabletop) mounting. 

60-572-003 silver

TM Tilting Wall 
Mount sets display 
in position with just 

your fingertips. Single 
SKU design fits most 

32–61″ flat panels up 
to 175 lbs (79.5 kg).

WM Low Profile Wall Mount
1–2–3 mounting simplicity

WM Low Profile Wall Mount secures large 
plasma, LCD displays and TVs just 1.25″ 
(3.2 cm) from the wall.

LCD Size
≥≥ 31″

≥ ≥ 78.7 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 175 lbs
≤≤ 79.5 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 20°

Pan
—

Rotation
— 

VESA
 MIS-E/F*

LCD Size
≥≥ 31″

≥≥ 78.7 cm

LCD Weight
≤≤ 175 lbs
≤≤ 79.5 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
—

Pan
—

Rotation
—

VESA
 MIS-E/F*

LCD Size
≤ 30.9″
≤ ≤ 78 cm

LCD Weight
 20–45 lbs
9.1–20.4 kg

Lift
 15″

38.1 cm

Tilt
 180°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D
MIS-E†

*  Works with most MIS-E/F compliant displays. Handles hole patterns from 100–750 mm (horizontal) 
and 100  –450 mm (vertical).

*  Works with most MIS-E/F compliant displays. Handles hole patterns from 100–750 mm (horizontal) 
and 100  –450 mm (vertical).
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Simple installation
3-step process:
1.  Attach wall plate to chosen 

location on wall
2.  Attach mounting brackets to 

display
3. Hang display on wall plate



45-194-194 silver 

Neo-Flex HD Wall Mount Pivot
Secure your display with a quality, 
reliable solution 

A flexible alternative to rigid wall mounts for 
displays weighing up to 50 lbs (22.7 kg). The perfect 
accessory for home or office. Neo-Flex HD Wall Mount 
Pivot is easy to install and is the most affordable wall mount 
solution available.

45-195-194 silver  
 

Wall Mounts
For medium-sized TVs and displays

A flexible alternative to rigid wall mounts for 
displays weighing up to 50 lbs (22.7 kg). Patented CF 
technology enables effortless screen adjustment for 
optimum viewing comfort. Provides greater range of motion 
with an extension of 13″ (33 cm). 

LCD Size
19–32″

48.3-81.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 50 lbs

≤ 22.7 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 20°

Pan
 40°

Rotation
360° P/L

VESA
MIS-D/E
MIS-F*

LCD Size
19–32″

48.3-81.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 50 lbs

≤ 22.7 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 20°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
360° P/L

VESA
MIS-D/E
MIS-F*

Neo-Flex HD Wall Mount Swing Arm
Sleek, reliable wall mount with 
fingertip CF adjustment 

28-096-200* black

200 Series Wall Mount Arm 
Extends and retracts up to 25″

Patented pivot system provides continuous, 
dependable adjustment. Arm extends up to 
25″ (63.5 cm), folds back to 6.75″ (17.1 cm) clearance.

** Attaches directly to surface, although Wall Plate (97-101-003) is recommended. 

LCD Size
≤ 22.9″

≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 25 lbs

≤ 11.3 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 180°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D
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Medium CPU Holder 
80-058-180 grey 

Attach directly to wall, 
or use with Wall Track 
(requires 60-156) or 
Wall Plate

Wall Track 10″ length
31-016-182 silver

Wall Track 18″ length
31-038-182 silver

Wall Track 26″ length
31-017-182 silver

Wall Track 34″ length
31-018-182 silver

Wall Track 42″ length
31-039-182 silver

Wall Track 50″ length
31-019-182 silver

Track Bracket 
for 200 Series or LX Arm 
97-091 aluminum

Track Bracket 
for CPU Holders
60-156 aluminum

Track Bracket 
for HD Arms
60-151-099 silver
60-151-085 black

Fasteners 
for Wall Track
for sheet metal or wood
90-010 
for hollow walls
90-011 

 

General Wall Mount Accessories

LX Extension 
45-189-194 silver 
45-189-195 black 
45-189-196 white 

Add a second extension to 
your LX Arm and increase 
its reach by 9″ (22.9 cm)

Wall Plate 
97-101-003 aluminum 

Use with 100 or 200 Series, 
LX Arm or CPU Holders to 
add extra support

*  Works with 200 x 200 mm VESA MIS-F compliant and MIS-D/E compliant displays

*  Works with 200 x 200 mm VESA MIS-F compliant and MIS-D/E compliant displays

Simple installation
3-step process:
1.  Attach wall base to chosen location 

on wall
2.  Attach mounting brackets to display
3. Hang display on wall base



Wall Mounts
For multiple monitors; for medium-sized TVs and displays

47-092-800* grey/black 

100 Series Pivot Single
Low profile with smooth, 
patented tilt adjustment 

47-093-800* grey/black

HD Dual-Monitor Arm
View and move two displays in tandem 

The HD Dual-Monitor Arm provides 
15″ height adjustment and maintains 
relative positions of screens 
throughout the full range of motion. 

28-493-180* grey   
28-493-200* black 

*  Attaches directly to surface, although Wall Track and mounting bracket are recommended 
(31-018-182, 60-151-099/085). See page 9.

Attach LCD monitor/TV up to 23 lbs (10.4 kg) quickly 
and easily. Solid and stable platform for touch-screen 
monitor applications. 

100 Series Pivot Double
Low profile with smooth, patented tilt and pan adjustment

Attach LCD monitor/TV up to 25 lbs (11.3 kg) quickly and 
easily. Solid and stable platform for touch-screen monitor applications. 

LCD Size
≤ 22.9″

≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 20 lbs
≤ 9.1 kg

Lift
 15″

38.1 cm

Tilt
 35°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

LCD Size
≤ 22.9″

≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 25 lbs

≤ 11.3 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 180°

Pan
—

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

LCD Size
 ≤ 22.9″

≤ 58.3  cm

LCD Weight
 ≤ 23 lbs
≤ 10.4 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 180°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

Includes: 
Grey and black pivot covers

Includes: 
Grey and black pivot covers

60-239-007 black 

FX30
Rock-solid platform, very low profile

Attach or remove LCD monitor/TV up to 30 lbs (13.6 kg) quickly 
and easily. Solid and stable platform for touch-screen monitor 
applications. 

LCD Size
≤ 22.9″

≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 30 lbs

≤ ≤ 13.6 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
—

Pan
—

Rotation
— 

VESA
 MIS-D

Low Profile: .77″ (2 cm)
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** Attaches directly to surface, although Wall Plate (97-101-003) is recommended. 

** Attaches directly to surface, although Wall Plate (97-101-003) is recommended. 

28-106-180 grey
28-106-200 black

200 Series Wall Mount Pivot 
Low profile, high movement—ideal for 
attaching to pole

 Patented friction system provides smooth, long-life 
adjustment while maintaining touch-screen stability. 

LCD Size
≤ 22.9″

≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 25 lbs

≤ 11.3 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 180°

Pan
180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

FX30 mounts 
flat panel monitors, 
LCD TVs or displays 
to a vertical surface 

like a picture 
hung on a wall.



Wall Mounts
Complete workstations for confined areas

HD Combo Arm
Complete system 

Provides 15″ (38.1 cm) height 
adjustment and maintains the 
relative position of the screen 
throughout the full range of motion. 
Keyboard tray extends up to 37.25″ 
(94.6 cm) and folds up 90° for total 
Arm clearance of approximately 11″ 
(27.9 cm).

Includes:
Keyboard tray, mouse pad, gel wrist rest, 
mouse pouch, 24″ cable channel, anchor 
hardware kit, 

28-483-180 grey   
28-483-200 black 
Includes: Medium CPU holder on 10″ 
Wall Track

28-484-180 grey   
28-484-200 black 
Includes: Small CPU holder on 10″ 
Wall Track

200 Series Combo Arm
Telescoping wall mount for display and keyboard 

28-491-180 grey
28-491-200 black 

Attach your LCD and keyboard 
to the 200 Combo Arm to free 
up space and add greater range of 
movement. Keyboard tray extends 
up to 39″ (99.1 cm) and folds up 
90.° Entire system folds back out of 
the way to approximately 
11″ (27.9 cm). 

Includes:
Keyboard tray, mouse pad, gel wrist rest, 
mouse pouch, Wall Plate

LCD Size
 ≤ ≤ 22.9″

≤ ≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
 ≤ ≤ 25 lbs
≤ ≤ 11.3 kg

Lift
—

Tilt
 105°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

LCD Size
 ≤ ≤ 22.9″

≤ ≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
 ≤ ≤ 25 lbs
≤ ≤ 11.3 kg

Lift
 15″

38.1 cm

Tilt
 105°

Pan
 180°

Rotation
 360° P/L

VESA
 MIS-D

VL Vertical Lift
Compact ergonomics, extremely low profile

Patented counterbalance 
system provides smooth vertical 
adjustment. Keyboard tray folds up 
90.° Folded system depth can be as 
little as 4″ (10.2 cm). 

Total weight capacity 25-022-100: 
9–34 lbs (4.1–15.4 kg)  
Total weight capacity 25-027-100: 
5–30 lbs (2.3–13.6 kg)  

 

LCD Size
 ≤ ≤ 22.9″

≤ ≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
 see

above

Lift
 9″

22.9 cm

Tilt
 10°

Pan
—

Rotation
—

VESA
 MIS-D

25-022-100 grey   

25-027-100 grey 
Includes: Slide-out keyboard 
tray with 5″ extension

OSHPD Pre-approval for California 
Hospitals (OPA-0620)
Before purchasing wall mounted 
products for installation in California 
hospitals, contact your Ergotron 
representative for more details about 
OSHPD requirements.
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Includes: Mouse pad
Gel wrist rest 
not included



Carts
Moving at maximum efficiency

No matter how demanding the mobile 
computing application, or what type 
of computing equipment you need to 
mobilize, Ergotron has a cart to get the 
job done. Easily mount LCDs, notebooks, 
tablet PCs, keyboards and other computer 
equipment. Ergonomic design, versatile 
cable management, high-quality 
components and rugged construction let 
you go mobile with confidence.

StyleView delivers more than compact, 
mobile data entry at the point of care. 
Unparalleled features and superior 
construction help increase accuracy 
and efficiency—now and when 
technologies change. StyleView is an 
economical investment built to exceed 
industry expectations. 

Standard Cart Features Worksurface (except 
Dual Display Cart), basket and rear handle, 
scanner holder, cable management system, 
universal CPU holder (included only with LCD 
models), full-size keyboard tray with left/right 
mouse tray, gel wrist rest, mouse pouch, height 
position lock, high-performance casters with dual 
wheels for carpet or hard floor use. AC Power 
System is fully certified to UL Standard 60601 
and CAN/CSA STD C22.2 No. 601-1M90.

LCD Size
 ≤ 22.9″

≤ ≤ 58.3 cm

LCD Weight
 5–25 lbs

2.3–11.3 kg

Lift
 20″

50.8 cm

Tilt
 ±12°

Pan
—

Rotation
— 

VESA
 MIS-D

Notebook
≤ ≤ 15.4″

≤ ≤ 39.1 cm
5–30 lbs

2.3–13.6 kg
20″

50.8 cm
±15° — — N/A

Dual Display
≤ ≤ 15.4″

≤ ≤ 39.1 cm

Weight/pivot
≤ ≤ 17 lbs
≤ ≤ 7.7 kg

20″
50.8 cm

±15° — — MIS-D

Tablet PC
≤ ≤ 22.9″

≤ ≤ 58.3 cm
5–25 lbs

2.3–11.3 kg
20″

50.8 cm
±50° — 90° MIS-D

StyleView LCD Cart 
SV22-22001 55 Ah AC Power System 

StyleView LCD Cart
SV21-30075     

StyleView Notebook Cart
SV22-22002 55 Ah AC Power System 

StyleView Notebook Cart
SV21-30007   

StyleView Dual Display Cart 
SV22-22009 55 Ah AC Power System 

StyleView Dual Display Cart
SV21-31645     

StyleView™ Carts
Point-of-care carts that increase productivity, 
patient safety and quality service 
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The LX Notebook Tray: positions notebook 
screens for maximum ergonomic comfort

Retractable cord: hooks to underside of 
basket for easy reach

Retractable Cord Reel (internal): standard with 
the power system, includes a 7′ (2.13 m) cord 
and hospital-grade plug

StyleLink software inside: battery monitoring 
software that keeps you at peak performance; 
view trend, history and trouble-shooting 
information on-screen

Three hospital-grade AC outlets: provides 
hardware selection flexibility

Inverter: efficiently converts DC battery power 
to AC power 

Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS): connected 
equipment switches to “house” power when 
charging for faster recharge of battery; also 
allows computing during recharge

StyleView AC Power System (SPS)
The optional StyleView Power System (SPS) was designed from the outset to be fully 
integrated into the StyleView Cart, and listed and certified to UL 60601 standards. 
Features include the Remote User Interface (RUI) and StyleLink software for increased 
battery life and trending capability. The result: high performance, safety and reliability.

The SPS allows your power supply to travel with the cart. The SPS is integrated into 
the base of the cart and comes standard with a battery, true sine wave inverter, 
Auotomatic Transfer Switch (ATS), charger, isolation transformer, three hospital-grade 
outlets, and retractable cord reel with hospital-grade plug. Contact Ergotron for battery 
replacement information.

StyleView Accessories
These optional accessories, including lockable medication drawers and utility shelf, 
are engineered to increase productivity and reduce errors. 

StyleView Tablet PC Pivot Extension: easily 
convert any StyleView Cart to a tablet PC style 
cart using the Tablet PC Pivot Extension. 
Separate interface plate may be required.
Compatible with VESA-compliant tablet PCs and 
docking stations —if your tablet PC is not VESA-
compliant, contact your Ergotron representative 
for specific interface requirements. 

Integrated cable management: keeps cables 
neat and accessible

Medication Drawers: lock and keep medicine 
nearby for improved workflow

Battery Charger: three-step charger provides 
efficient, silent and battery-safe charging; stays 
connected to battery at all times

Isolation Transformer: reduces electrical leakage 

LX Notebook Tray with 
Pivot Extension
28-510-200

Tablet PC Pivot Extension
47-095

Storage Basket
99-160-063

Gel Wrist Rest
85-043

Mouse Pouch
99-161

Sharps Container 
and Bracket
60-570-201

Medication Drawers
68-124-201

Utility Shelf
50-192-201

T-Slot Bracket
60-575-003

Notebook Drawer
68-122-201

External Cord Reel
83-065

Power Strip
83-002

IV Pole
60-566-003

Exceptional 
industry-leading warranty for 
greater peace of mind

 5 years on cart

 1  year on Ergotron 
power system components

 6  months on battery against 
manufacturer defects

 90  days battery performance 
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Carts
No walls? No problem!

LX Large Display Cart 
Transform any space into a 
media center

LCD Size
40–50″
101.6–
127 cm

LCD Weight
60–90 lbs

27.2–
40.8 kg

Lift
 20″

50.8 cm

Tilt
 20°

Pan
—

Rotation
— 

VESA
 MIS-F

LX Large Display Cart VHD 
24-173-194 very heavy duty, silver 

LX Large Display Cart UHD 
24-176-194 ultra heavy duty, silver

LCD Size
50–55″
127–

139.7 cm

LCD Weight
90–130 lbs
40.8–59 kg

Lift
 20″

50.8 cm

Tilt
 20°

Pan
—

Rotation
— 

VESA
 MIS-F
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The new height and tilt adjustable LX Large 
Display Cart provides the versatility to move the 
display to the audience. Transform any space—
from a small conference room to a large 
classroom—into a media center. The LX 
Cart serves a variety of room projection 
requirements, avoiding the need for installations of multiple 
wall-mounted large displays. Glides and 4″ (10.2 cm) casters included.

LCD SIZE IS APPROXIMATION. DIMENSION IS DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT OF SCREEN.

Display Compatibility Guide

LCD Size in all charts is approximation only. Use LCD Weight as 
guide for choosing mounting solution; exact capacity depends on 

thickness of display. Hole Mounts are width x height.

VESA
MIS-B

MIS-C

MIS-D

MIS-E

MIS-F

LCD Size
4–7.9″

10.2–20.1 cm
8–11.9″

20.3–30.2 cm
12–22.9″

30.5–58.3 cm
23–30.9″

58.4–78.6 cm
≥≥ 31″

≥ ≥ 78.7 cm

LCD Weight
≤ 4.4 lbs
≤ ≤ 2 kg

≤ ≤ 10 lbs
≤ ≤ 4.5 kg

≤ ≤ 30.8 lbs
≤ ≤ 14 kg
≤ ≤ 50 lbs

≤ ≤ 22.7 kg
N/A 

Hole Mounts
50 x 20 mm

75 x 35 mm

75 x 75 mm
100 x 100 mm
200 x 100 mm

200 mm
increments

Coming soon! 
Neo-Flex Mobile WorkSpace 
Move information to the point of use

TBD silver  
 

The innovative Neo-Flex cart delivers 20″ 
(50.8 cm) of effortless height adjustment in a small 
16″ x 17″ (40.6 x 43.2 cm) footprint. The sleek 
design complements industrial, commercial and 
manufacturing needs.



The Ergotron Advantage
Constant Force technology: Constant Force (CF) is our patented 
lift-and-pivot motion technology that provides more motion, with less effort, and a 
difference you can feel. Over 35 patents are held by Ergotron, Inc. 

Quality design and industry leading warranties: Ergotron warrants 
that its products* will remain free of defects in material and workmanship for five (5) years. 

* Excludes Neo-Flex™ products and the StyleView™ Power System

OEM opportunities: Using our proprietary technology, Ergotron currently serves 
OEM customers that are among the world’s largest selling brands in computers and 
computer displays. Our China facility performs 100% end-of-line testing, life-cycle testing 
on each lot, and other in-process tests that ensure the highest quality products. 

Save space: Whether computing, or relaxing in front of the big screen, 
our mounting solutions increase usable space through their compact and flexible designs.

Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) compliant: Relevant 
Ergotron products will be compliant in 2006.

True ergonomic designs, ultimate adjustability: Many of our products 
are designed based on scientific anthropometric studies to accommodate up to 95% of the 
population—making employees more comfortable and productive.

Adjust the monitor height so 
that the top of the screen is at or 
slightly below eye level. Your eyes 
should look slightly downward when 
viewing the center of 
the screen.

Adjust the monitor distance to about 20″ (50.8 cm) depending on screen size:

Screen size Viewing distance

15″  20–27.5″
38.1 cm 50.8–69.9 cm

17–18″  23.5–33.5″
43.2–45.7 cm 59.7–85.1 cm

21″  29.5–41″
53.3 cm 74.9–104.1 cm

Tilt monitor back about 10° to 20° 
so the top and bottom of the monitor 
screen are the same distance from 
your eyes. Make minor adjustments 
to eliminate glare as needed.

Comfortable workstation 
in three easy steps:



Healthy, comfortable viewing 
starts with Ergotron CF™ technology

Desk Mounts

Wall Mounts

Carts

Ergotron, Inc.: St. Paul, MN; (800) 888-8458; 
www.ergotron.com; sales@ergotron.com 

Ergotron Europe: Amersfoort, The Netherlands; 
+31 33 45 45 600; info.eu@ergotron.com

Ergotron Asia: (800) 468-3917 ext. 7617; 
info.apac@ergotron.com
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without notice.
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